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Oaks, Acorns, Climate
and Squirrels

An f mental Investigation
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An acorn falls from an oak tree. The acorn may get garnered

by a squirrel and buried as part of his winter food supply; it may

serve as home and food for the larva of a snout beetle; it may get

covered over by leaves and transformed into a new oak seedling.

Or, it may get picked up by a youngster, inspected, and used as

the starting point for a whole series of investigations about
ecology and the environment. This acorn and squirrel and snout

beetle and oak tree furnish a small but significant model of en-
vironmental relationships. The activities in this unit are de-
signed to provide sc,me ways for you to help your students recog-

nize for themselves the interdependence of all environrrmtal
neighbors.
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INTRODUCTION

I his un,f Otnt'd V.Ith oak trees and you will 0 Ill an area Of the

c.,untry here oaks are found in order to have your students cirry out the inve !lotions. In the
f,rst three partc-. any oak will do, Generally if you live on the west coast 3' the United States. or
in the eastern half of the country extenditw is far west as most of North and South Dakota and
parts of Kansas. Nebraska. Oklahoma and -Texas, you will be able to do the first three parts of

this unit. If you live outside the area, you will probably not have the oaks necessary to do the

experiments.
!n part four. the students will investigate the germination process of acorns. For these

activities ou v.i!! need to live in an area v.liere there is at least one oak that requires a cold
period for the germination of its acorns and one that does not require a cold period. All oaks
are divided into two maior groupings red oaks and white oaks. Although there are some ex-
cept ions. acorns from red oaks usually must go through a winter or cord period before they can
7Prmin,)te, v hive acorns from white oaks do not usually require this cold period.

To ha,,,e your s:udents do the experiments in part four. you may use any of the white oaks

t A and any reds in List B.

List A
White oak (east)

White oak (Quercus alba)
Post on k (Quercus stellata)

White oak (west)
Oregon white oak (Quercus garryana)

List B
Red oak (east)

Northern red oak (Quercus rubra)
Southern red oak (Quercus falcata)
Shumard oak (Quercus shumardii)

Red oak (west)
California black oak (Quercus kelloggii)

To help identify whites and reds, consult Figures 5 and 6. Lists A and B are broadly applicable
for the geographic area s where oaks occur. but they are only partial listings. There are other
oaks which are not named but which may be substituted for reds or whites in the germination
activities. If you ha\ e some oaks which do not correspond to the drawings and descriptions, or
if you are not certain whether you have one of each Rrouping, someone from your community,

or state university, or your local Agricultural Extension Agent should be able to help you.
The unit begins with an activity in which the students collect and plant some acorns. With

this simple exercise, they will see that acorns come from oak trees and oak trees come from

acorns with the cycle repeating itself over and over.
Then the students will take a closer look at the acorns and determine, by gathering data

and preparing graphs, the time period during which the acorns fall off the trees. The stucients
will discover that some acorns have a larva growing inside them. This larva, which is deposited

by an adult snout beetle, feeds on the acorn and will usually cause the acorn not to sprout. The
students will see that for one reason or another, not all acorns become oak trees.

Squirrels, too, have an effect on the number of acorns that sproutpartly because the
squirrels eat some acorns and partly because they "plant" some

Finally. students will again plant some acorns, only this time they will give special atten-
tion to certain environmental factors. Here they will be able to discover some of the ways
temperature influences germination. They will see that the acorns of some oaks sprout soon
after they drop from the tree, but that others need to pass through a cold period.

All four sections in this unit may be done independently or simultaneously.
When the students in a class have completed the investigations in this unit, they should

have a better understanding of some of the relationships of oak trees to acorns to squirrels to
grubs to climate. We leave it to you to lead this into further adventures.

3



Oaks Acorns, Climate and Squirrels
Acorns and Oak Trees

o,-;) Z.\ several oaks that arc within easy walking
de;fane of tile solool. (You may want to ronsult a
hook of tree identifk-atory. before o*, begin.) The
;.hit!' oak (Quercus ,1/NI) is a very common and
easOy identified tree that does not require a cold
period for ',erminat.on; it would be a goad one to
use for th:s you are in an x ea where
Ntlite oak (Otrercu a/ba) is not found. you may sub-
st:!tite a number of other oaks of the white oak
t;roup. If you are uncertain about a particular tree's
c hat ac tor Istic s. someone locally should be able to
help you.

The leaves of . ,,t-rte oaks can usually be indenti-
fied by the..- lobes which are rounded on the ends.
The red oaks. by contrast, are bristle-tipped. (See
page 15.)

MATERIALS

plastic bags for collecting acorns
hail-gallon milk 011110110
potting soil mixed with sand
scissors

The children can clean and bring to school half-
gallon milk cartons. Be sure to start collecting them
early. You will want to cut ofi the tops of the cartons
before the acorns are to be planted. The cartons
make good planters, because the long roots of the
oaks need a deep container.

Potting soil, sand, and plastic bags can be ob-
tained from local merchants.

Mix the sand and potting soil. A good mixture is
1 3 sand to 2 3 soil.

I. COLLECTING THE ACORNS

Take the children on an acorn hunt early in the
fall, as soon as the acorns begin to drop. When you
get to the white oaks, or an appropriate substitute.
give each child a plastic bag ar d let him hunt for
five acorns and a leaf from the tree.

Encourage the children to select solid acorns,
without holes. Even small, round drill holes in the
at-cm moan it should be rejected.

Ask the children where the acorns come from.
They may be able to spot some acorns still on the

trees, If possible, collect a small branch with acorns
on it for the class.

4

Ask Ah :icor n' a, e'. Many ideas may be pre-
sented, such a food for affinlak, seeds etc.

It someone sw..;ests that the .1' erns are seeds.
ask how they can find out. Sortie' children will be
anxious to plant Wolf acorns as soon as they retain
to school.

H. PLANTING THE ACORNS

Each child can fill his milk carton with the soil
and sand mixture The soil should cane about an
inch below the top of the carton, ana can be moist-
ened before the acorns are planted.

Each child should select his two best acorns and
remove the caps. Both acorns can be planted in the
same half-gallon carton but should be near opposite
corners. To plant the acorns the children can stick
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Place the cartons in a warm area of the room, and
keep the soil moist (not soakirv, NoV. You may want
to punch some holes in the bottom and sides of the
carton and place it in a dish for drainage. However,
It you are careful with the amount of water you add
and don't put the cartons in a very sunny area which
would dry out the soil near the top, you probably
won't need drainage holes.

In the meantime, leaves can be pressed and dis-
played with the extra acorns on the bulletin board.
The acorns can be glued tc bright pieces of paper
before they are attached to the display.

III. HANDLING THE SEEDLINGS

As the seedlings develop, the children can com-
pare the leaves with those they collected from the
old oak.

ASK THE CHILDREN:
Are the new leaves similar to the old?
Can we draw a picture showing how new oak trees
grow?

hill (It the'

't it , ',ii 1111".. r ,in b. I) I .1. ei ti

t11. '11 kik `t 4( it ..11.it he ,,ter.=. ,Ire' .111(1

1,9t the' pi. tilte!=,.

Sample!..,

AOORNS Iv

GAIN( TREES

ACORN S

SEEDLINGS
OAK TREES

In the swing the children can plant the seedlings
in the schoolyard or at home. Old trees that have
died can he replaced with the seedlings. The plant-
ings should he marked and protected with rocks to
prevent mowing and to keep people from stepping
on them,

If stur4,e elf the se'e'dlings beconli ,; a prat)lem.
the children can take them home, of a local green-
house mipht he convinced to keep them until spring.

Acorns
This investigat.on points out the importance of

oak trees to many living things. The children w01
discover the time of year that acorns fall from the
oaks, and what happens to them. They will compare
the differences and similarities of various kinds of
oaks. examining both acorns and leaves. They will
also investigate the relationships between animals
and acorns.

S
5



WHEN DO ACORNS FALL?

`.' ' ,1 it sele, t or
.ei to another

t)e ,..,th-n distance the
h..ol h !-,0,0,t to he the t,1114",pet'.es of

ak ta:t. would he hotter if mote than one
kind 'hokon might have three or
'ol;r o! the ,.11;t.' yak and three or
fetir the red ,)ak

t,ur ;Nr f plot- beneath each tree.
cut ndr the t\tan,Thec It neces

! ha..0 the -,,rre non.her plOt,-, under each
Aiso, ind.odual plots should corwsponri

to'!' to another. In other Norris.
,:ra rit't )ear to the trunk of one tree, then

a plot at about the same distance
and Her t,e,) the trunks of aCh of the other
!re,, In '.cur students will hay.' a he tter
hasis T!hparint' total acorn fall among the
!ever,-il trees

The plots should be about one yard (or meter)
square. If small stakes (e.g , tongue depressors) are
put into the ground at a low level, they can be left in
place. Have the children put string around the
stakes when the plots are being used, and remove
it when they leave.

Assign one plot to each child. You will want to
keep a record of these locations, possibly on a
sketched map. Each child will collect 311 the acorns
from his plot in a small plastic bag.

6

trie :.eck tor at'orn 1 ellectin
h C11 the (l,F each

thrruehout the athitho or until no more ac outs
are tallinr. Some trees may not drop any acorns, Let
the riddrn try to discover rhy they don't find any
fresh a. orals ur:ler certain trees, although they may
find semi, old oni.., early in the fall Ovhmbers of the
rt d oak ',ioup require tvo VIaN for the acorns to
mature. Con,quently, only some of them drop
..erns in a gown \ear

All of the acorns collected from one tree can be
displayed in graph form in the followzing way The
children collecting from the same tree can work as

!rotio. putting their acorns on a graph as shown in
Figure 2, The graphs should be displayed throughout
the study and can be made on stiff poster board.
primary chart paper, or sheets of butcher paper. The
poster hoard would be hest since it will stand up
when placed on a chalk tray or on a cabinet, and can
be handled easily without tearing. The children can
glue the acorns in a row above the collection date.
The number of acorns in the row can be counted
with the total number written at the top of the
column.

Fig,2

ACORNS FROM OUR OAK TREE

NANCY MCK JAN TONA
/5
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When the graphs are complete, discuss the results
as follow,
a In what week did mo- t of the acorns fall from your
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II. TYPES OF ACORNS, LEAVES,
AND OAK TREES
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ate at3e. ,,hthr ro flificront.

Diffetent t,tns . he de,plas,e(I 1.:).etlier in the
roiim It 00-.sibli srveral leaves ittim the parcnt
ti,-, oif),;id rlicspla,-eri with each diffrent type
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dittetent hot)) those of ;mother trpe of her%
111' a 14(11(1 .6,111thl,t the I1'.'. . and arot s

hem a sirOr kind of tree are elizai tiv altke, or if

the); have diffeteni es too. Ask the Leo. how they

vary.
Thete's no tier ti to fell the children the names of

the kituk f 11,rk trees until they traid, rempleted
the,- ohseRatiens Having to kno,v the names can
sometimes stifle their curiosity inste:rd of whetting

III. USES FOR ACORNS

A. Acorns Are Food

Ask: Do animals use acorns? How?
Some ohildteri will be aware ihat acorn,; are used

for food, especially after gathering acorns. and hav-

mg seen that some were chewed by animals.
Ask the children which animals eat acorns
Can they find any pieces of acorns that an aniraal

might have dropped?
The pieces can be glued to a large sheet of con-

.ruction paper with the caption: Animals Eat

orns. A list of the animals which the children
kqow to be acorn-Paters can be included on the dis-
Way, The children could also bring pictures of the
:inimais to add to the display,

B. Acorns Are Homes

During the peak acorn fall, each child should col-
lect acorns in an area under a tree which is not
located in the survey plots. These should be kept
separate from the other acorns they are collecting
from the plots. Fifty should be a good number for
each child to pick up during each collection period.
The acorns should be picked up at random. Suggest
to the children that they pick up whichever ones
they happen to see without stopping to inspect and
discard some. In this way they should get a fairly
accurate cross-section of the acorns under the tree.

Examine the acorns carefully. Do any of them
have a hole in the shell? Separate the ones with the
holes from the ones without holes.

Each child can open his acorns to see what he
finds in:;ide. Nutcrackers will be useful for this. The
students should save the shell chips and caps to
make out a chart like the one in Figure 3. on the
following page.
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Have the class repeat the collection in early win-
ter before it snows. examining the acorns again. and

holt's fc,!ti these The
children can add these results to their graph. Ask
the students now the results compare with those
from the early fall.

ASK THE CHILDREN:
What may have happened to the acorns that didn't
have worms? 11,411,1', ,,t, 1

!. .1,ch r I.,
,11 r, ,,4t t'it' cood ttom flit v4(1111 k.nt, 1

Do snout betties seem to prefer particular knit's of
oak trees? ( li(11",t Mt) .in 1)1 d ton
.r.,11, 1114 crar11., from Ow d1Htr4,n1 fret-, 1

What are the relationships between acorns, oaks,
squirre .s and grubworms? (1111, 1 hildr n in a

k halt ol.ttioo.-.1111),,, and tell 110,4, thtv
Ate tolattd. A .,,,m)pl chart

V
SQUIRREL GRup

The obvious relationships such as "the oak pro-
vides food and shelter for the squirrel" will be
quickly noted, It may take some thought before the
children realize there are reciprocal benefits for
several of these relationships. e.g.. "the squirrel
transports the acorn and buries it, giving rise to new
oak trees "

If the more complex relationships are not noted at
this point, they will become apparent in later investi-
gations, It's important to tet the children discover
them on their own.

What happens to the grubs in the acorns?
The children may want to see what the grubs be-

come. To do this, about 33 "unmarred- acorns can
be placed in a covered container with some moist-
ened cotton and small al. holes in the cover. The
container should be plastic, metal, or glass.
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Squirrel Watching
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MATERIALS

book with pictures of squirrels
soft materialscloth, cotton, or paper
park map
masking tape
colored pencils or crayons
camera and film (optional)
feeder trays (optional)
toed: nuts, acorns, fruits, corn
timers (3)
thermometers (3)
field glasses (optional)

r
.l( pr,1)3t-.!.; noar y.uf ocrr.

1:01y It vou,0 found oak trees,
Takin,,, a class walk to look for them can he a very

valuable environmental experience, and a lot of fun,
If you have a park near your school, use it for

squirrel watching. This will lessen organizational and
recore-keeping problems.

When the children see a squirrel, have them look

at it Carefully,
Ask them what color it is.
Can the children name a color for each part? (If

you have field glasses they might be helpful in this
exercise.)
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READ ,

BACK

TAIL

sTo AChl

011111801111
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141,11111'10 '.iitorttl'I. look
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1. WHERE DO SQUIRRELS LIVE?

=Ion you ate on Valli( :walk, the children
tot or(' .'here they see the squirrels,

Ri-

PUT AN X FOR EACH
soul RREL YOU SEE

ON THE
GROUN D

IN OAK
TREES

IN OTHER
TREES

If your class did the first investigation, "Acorns
and Oak Trees," they will be able to recognize white
oak trees by their leaves. If there are other types of
oaks and the children have listed them as "other
trees," that's fine. If the class did not do the first in-
vestigation, the "oak tree" category can be omitted
altogether. It would still be a valuable activity, how-
ever, for the class to observe and record where
squirrels are found,

A. Can You Find Squirrel Homes?

Some squirrels build large, round nests of leaves
in the trees. These should be easy to find, The illt.s-
tration shows what these nests look like. (See Figure

4 on the following page.)
Other squirrels live in holes in the trees. Watch

the squirrels carefully to find these nests, On very
cold days the squirrels will pick up soft pap'r, cloth,

9



:otton, h ,,h4 put r them, If you watch
ouietis, troll) !,ill t*, /11 r? el M. carry the
material to his nest, Why do the children think he
woutd h:c ith the soft materials?

Nests in Iree l.rtres or attics are hard to find in
one day. More nests will be Lund as the year con-
tinues if the students remain alert to squirrel activi-
ties and can discuss their obsrrvations from home
and school every week or so.

ALF4; $

..14"

irk

I

B. Can You Map Squirrel Homes?

Using a map of the area around the school, the
children may be able to locate and mark on the map
each tree containing a squirrel's home. (Techniques
for mapping the trees accurately are contained in
Outdoor Activities Collection, another unit in this
series.) Have the children number the trees in order
to keep track of them.

If different kinds of squirrels are observed. the
children should try to determine the type of nest in-
habited by each one,

Have the students collect a small leafy twig from
each nest tree. It should be labeled with the number
of the tree from which it was taken. Use masking
tape. If the leaves are too high to reach, have the
children pick some up from the ground and compare
them with those on the tree. They could also take a
leaf identification sheet out to he tree and try
matching leaf shapes.

10

The easiest awthod would probably he to take the
leaves back to class and identify them with a simple
picture key.

If the nests are in more than one kind of tree,
color code the treos on the maps.

Example Yellow Oak with nest
Blue Basswood with nest

ASK THE CHILDREN:
In which kind of tree are most nests found?

Are different types of nests found in different types
of trees?

Do different kinds of squirrels I;ve in different kinds
of trees?

Are the teat nests on the tips of the branches or in
the forks of the limbs?

Take some photographs of the nests to post in the
room beside the picture of the tipe of squirrel.
if the children find nests at home, post these pic-
tures also.
If some squirrels are found in attics or barns, pho-
tograph the buildings.
While in the park, have the children draw pictures
of the trees along with the location of the nests
which are in them.

W' IAT DO SQUIRRELS on?
around the base of each tree. Can the class

find some trees with little paths around them where
the grass is worn away and the soil exposed?

Have the c Idren use a leaf picture key to identify
these trees and mark them and their type on the
map. it might be helpful if each child has a dittoed
leaf key for some of the more common leaves in
your area, Have the children map the trees and
paths.

ASK THE CHILDREN:
Are the trees with paths the same kind of trees as
the trees with nests? Or different?

Are the trees with paths the same trees as the nest
trees?

How do you think these paths were made?

Plan to stake out some spies at the beginning of
the school day in the fall.

Each spy should sit quietly at a distance, viewing
the tree with a path at the base. Two spies per tree
would be best, so each can watch one side. They can
watch about 30 minutes and record any movements
of the squirrels, especially those movements which
are related to th little pathway. They should also
watch to see if the squirrel!, look for food and what
they do with it. What kinds of food do they see the
squirrels gathering?

13
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ASK THE CHILDREN:
What kinds of sounds do the squirrels make?

When do they make them?

What does the squirrel's tail do when he is making a
noise? (The class could make a record sheet.)

Can you tell what other ways the squirrel uses his
tail?

III. WHAT DO SQUIRRELS EAT?

What things do squirrels eat?
some things they like to eat best can be investi-

gated by the children. Make some feeding stations
for squirrels in a park, the schoolyard, or a neigh-
bor's ,nerd (at least three stations).

The park board might agree to have tray feeders
attached to the trees. In any event, food can be
placed on the ground.

The children can collect large quantities of acorns
in the early fall. This should be done in an oak wood-
lot, If your class has a contest to see who can bring
a lot of acorns, you should get plenty.

Also have them collect several dirferent kinds of
nuts and some fruits. You might, for example, try
cherries. apples, crabapples, corn.

Attr the sgLeirrels have become acquainted with
the feeduw stations 'if' corn and a feW aintW1 will
attract ihem), :lave ;ass investwate their pref-
erences

Place equal portions of two kinds of food on a
feeder tray, (The trays should be cleared of other
food bt forehand,) foods should be scattered in
a random fashion ,,r1 the tray.

SevEral children can watch each feeder from a
distance. After a squirrel takes a piece of food the
children should watch to see what he does with it.

Does he
Eat 1+ et the feeder?
Carry .1 up the tree to eat it?
Bury it in the ground?
Carry it to a hole in a tree to store it?
After the squirrel has either eaten or stored the

food and is still away from the feeder, one child can
check the feeder to see what was taken. This can be
recorded by counting the numbers of pieces left or
by estimating which kind of food remains in the
greatest quantity.
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Whet. ao,ithr purrel appssars (or this same one
reams u,', the e! ed;ins .an he corned Out.
The toed prefeh,iss can then he rated in the order
that the seed is taken.

A data sheet can be used to record the inform-
t!ch, .';!ln the :ThOdren return to cla,,s, the informa-
tion trail; the feeders ran be compiled and the food
prefererwes discussed.

IV. WHAT HAPPENS TO THE ACORNS?

Do the squirrels find the acorns they bury?
(Probably jest t';.a or three ct'i Idren should in-

vestiote this for squirrels might not "relax and
bury" if there is too much commotion.

MATERIALS

6 nails (about one inch long)with heads
large ball of string: strength about double that

of kite string
several popsicle sticks or some other small

objects suitable as temporary markers
masking tape

In the late fall, pile a large number of acorns on
each feeder. Put in two nails at the base of each of
two or three trees around which you feel the chil-
dren may see squirrels burying acorns. Position the
na:Is as sho...n n the dra...,ing follos:es and
Itsave enough of the nail sticking op so that you
will be able to hook a small loop of string on each
nail head.
Note: The nails are small enough that they will not
harm the trees. When the experiments are con-
cluded, however, have the children remove the nails.
Even though the holes are small, it would be a good
practice if the children filled them in with a tree
coating material. One of your students should be
able to bring a small amount from home.

Each tree now has two nails. Next, have your stu-
dents make a map of the area, labeling the feeders
and numbering all the surrounding trees. On the
map designate the trees containing the nails by let-
tering them A, A. C. and so forth. Put in such things
as school bu;k.tings and sidewalks. This will help the
students orient themselves when they use the map
again a few months later. (See sample map on p.13.)

As the students keep a watch on the trees, remind
them that they will have to be patient. It may take
some time before they actually see a squirrel bury-
ing an acorn. When they do, they can mark each
spot with one of the popsicle sticks. After they have
noted several locations with these temporary mark-
ers, they can then mark the spots more permanently

12

in the followw, manner.
In one end of the hall of string. tie a small loop

and put it over one nail in a tree that is near the area
where the acorns are buried. Unwind enough string
to reach one of the acorns. Exactly over the spot
where the acorn is buried. wind a piece of masking
tape around the string. Now, with one student hold-
ing the tape' over the buried acorn, a second student
can take the ball of string back to the tree. Tie a
!=econo loop in the string and put it over the other

always rice pint; a slight tension on the string.
Cut of the c xcess string. The string with the two
loops should now form what is essentially a triangle
from one nail to the acorn to the other nail. On the
masking tape, write the letter of the tree you are
using. Give the acorn a number and write this num-
ber on the masking tape also. Write the acorn num-
ber on the map showing its approximate location
with relation to the tree you are using. Wind the
string tip and keep it. In the spring, this string will
allow yod to locate the spot where acorn w 1 was
buried. Make a separate string triangle for each of
several buried acorns, and then wind the separate
strings and keep them until spring.

411M111
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In the late spring, have the class go back to the
areas where the buried acorns were recorded. Using
the map and the string for each respective tree and
acorn, locate the point where the acorn was buried.
Dig up each spot to see if the acorn is still there.



ASK THE CHILDREN:
Did the squirrels find an the acorns they buried?

How many did they find?

What may happen to the acorns the squirrels
didn't dig up?

The oak trees furnish homes and food for squirrels.
Do the squirrels affect the oak trees?

V. CAN YOU TRACE SQUIRREL
TRACKS IN THE WINTER?

In the afternoon after a snowfall, have a track
hunt.

Squirrel tracks should be abundant if the day is
not too cold.

You may want to bring along a diagram of squirrel
tracks.

ASK THE CHILDREN:
In which direction was the squirrel going?

Do you find signs of digging in the snow?

601 I

Have the children look for tracks between and at
the base of trees. These can be drawn in on a map.
Ask if some paths are worn in the snow between and
around certain trees. Have the class map these too.

When you go back to school, compare the paths
in the snow with the maps of squirrel homes which
were made in the fall (if the paths and maps include
the same trees and area).

Ask the class if the winter paths are in the same
or different places than the paths around the bases
of trees in the fall.

Repeat this activity after another snow. Have the
children note whether the paths are in the same
places or different ones.

Ask if this suggests a definite pattern in the move-
ments of the squirrel.

Have the children watch from a distance to see
what the squirrels are doing when they travel along
the path.

If the feeders are still being stocked with food,
do the children think that these feeders seem to
affect the movements of the squirrels?

Ask the students why they think that squirrels
come to the ground in certain places.

VI. WHEN ARE SQUIRRELS THE BUSIEST?

Are the squirrels busy all day, or at certain times
of the day?

This can be determined by a timed observation at
the feeders in winter.
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Divideli the ,.-tu day into fifteen-minute
AatcF`e'w

If three feeders have been stocked. send three
students tor each "vvatch" (one for each feeder).

The children should record the temperature and
time of oav on their sheets, and keep track of the
number of visits the squirrels make to the feeders.
Since a squirrel may sit in the feeder eating for quite
some Irne. the children may want to record the time
spent in the feeder as well.

They can record any other activity they observe.
A chart earl be trade for the observations,

A sample format might look like this

11:11

9:00-
9:15

np. pi'
visits CZnell:

(sec)
Tempt acirv-

if+ es

111111111111

11111111111111iii
NI

R!'11 A

III 111111

mil ill

IN
.

gli

1

ZTO.-

TA

z4:00

Feeder

ASK THE CHILDREN:
Were the squirrels more active at certain times of
the day?

What could they have been doing when they weren't
at the feeders?

If this activity is done on a very cold day and again
on a warmer day. the effect of terr, erature on the
activity of the squirrels can be compared.

Seasonal comparisons could also be investigated
if the activity is performed in the fall, Ainter. and
spring.
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Oaks and Climate

-iiiATFRAALS

This investigation involves the collection and
plantinp of acorns from two kinds of oak treesthat
is, one tree from the red oak grouping. and one from
the white. It is similar to the activity which launched
this unit, but it proceeds to more sophisticated con-

c3pts.

Questions the children will investigate:

Where do the acorns come from?
Where do oak trees come from?
Are all oak trees alike?
Do some oak trees need certain weather condi-
tions for their seeds to sprout?
What does winter do to acorns?

I. COLLECTING THE ACORNS

Do this in early fall when leaves are still present
and acorns abundant. Using Lists A and B from the
Introduction and the diagrams in Figures 5 and 6 to
identify trees, locate at least one oak from the red
oak group and one from he white oak group. Ideally
they should be within easy walking distance of the
school. The red oaks will not all be releasing acorns,
because these are only dropped every two years.

Take the children out to collect enough acorns so
that every child has four acorns from a red oak and
four from a white oak. Point out that these acorns
are going to be planted. In order to increase the
chances of getting acorns that will sprout, the stu-
dents should look for ones that appear freshly fallen
--clean, not spattered with mud, etc.

The acorns should be collected in labeled bags.
If you do not want to tell the children the names of
the trees, number the bags. The children should
make sure the acorns are not wo.rn-infested by
checking for small holes on the surface. If no holes



are apparent the are prohAhlv right (the worms
Aeul,1 have -evac;ikited throurh the heles atter eat-
ing the interior of the acorn). The children can col-
lect leaves tram each tree and put them in the bag
..:th the a ..ere colleted from that tree

Displa, the leaves and a to:; acorns from each
tree. These could be mounted on separate s,Theets of

construction paper. After the children have observed
them, discus whore the acorns came from and the
differences between the leaves and acorns of the
different trees. The children should be able to group
the samples into two kinds of trees. After they have
grouped them. you can show the children the dia-
grams in Figures 5 and 6. This should enable them to
identify the names of the trees and label the display.

k

RED OAK Fig 5

WHITE OAK Fig. 6

H. PLANTING THE SEEDS

A. Outline

The same procedure should be used for each kind
of seed Plant them in half-gallon milk cartons with
only the tops of the cartons removed. Each container
should be labeled as red oal4 or white oak, cold or
warm, along with the names of the children. Here is
a rough outline of the procedure the studt:nts will be
following:

RED OAK ACORNS
4 per student

Keep 2 in cold storage Plant 2 immediately

35-45 days in milk cartons
keeping in a warr, place
2 acorns per carton
1 carton per childThen plant in milk cartons

keeping in warm place
2 acorns per carton
1 carton per child

WHITE OAK ACORNS
4 per student

Keep 2 in cold storage Plant 2 immediately
35-45 days

4,

lien plant in milk cartons
keeping in a warm place
2 acorns per carton
1 carton per child

in milk cartons
keeping in a warm place
2 acorns per carton
1 carton per child

B. Detailed procedure following the outline (to be
repeated for both types of acorns)
Plant 1/2 of the "white" acorns and 1/2 of the "red"
acorns immediately, using these directions:

1. Remove the caps from the acorns.

2. Using two milk cartons, each child can plant
2 of each kind of acorn. In one carton, he

plants 2 acorns from the white oak group. In
the other carton. 2 acorns from the red oak

group. The acorns should be placed en their
sides about V2 inch beneath the surface of the
soil, and as far apart as possible. The soil
should be rich and moist, and mixed with
some sand.

3. Store the cartons in a warm place in the class-
room, keeping the soil moist, but not sat-
urated.

4. Watch for germination and keep a record of
the sprouting times for each kind of seed. A
large chart similar to Figure 7 can be posted
for recording the results.

15



Store the remaining half of the "white" and "red"
acorns in the cold before planting, usin6 these
directions:

Remove the caps from the acorns.

!hid in your class can plac.r, ns in
one container of moist sand. All of the
acorn . from one type of tree can be placed in
one c.I,ntainer, and all the acorns from the
other t-ee type in another container. Both con-
taners should be labeled and may be covered.
Vermiculite can be used in place of sand,

3. Store the containers in a refrigerator at a
temperature of 32 to 38 F. for 35 to 45 days.
simulating winter. Be sure to record any acorns
which sprout in the refrigerator.

4. After the cold period, each child can plant 2
of each kind of acorn-- 2 "reds" in one milk
carton, and 2 "whites" in another milk carton.
Use the same type of soil zrs with the acorns
planted in the preceding section. The acorns
should be on their sides, .? inch beneath the
surface of the soil.

5. Store the cartons in a warm place in the class-
room. keeping the soil moist, but not saturated.

6. Record the sprouting results on the larf;e chart.
They should sprout after 30-60 days.

C. Alternatives

If you do not have space for all of the milk cartons
in your classroom, the children could take them
home: however, many may be lost if this is done.

You could plant all of the acorns in flats or large
trays if this would eliminate the storage problem.
If necessary, the tots; number of acorns per student
could be reduced to four.

Acorns for each child:

Red Oak
White Oak

1 cold, 1 warm
1 cold, 1 warm

Each child can plant his acorns in the proper trays.
Four trays would be necessary:

Red Oak cold
Red Oak wai

White eak cold
White Oak warm

III. DISCUSSION

Results from the acorns which were planted im-
mediately will materialize first. As these are record-
ed, ask: Does one kind of acorn seem to be sprouting
more than the other? Which one?

After the acorns from the cold treatment have
sprouted and the results are recorded, initiate a dis-
cussion.
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ASK THE CHILDREN:
Does one kind of acorn need to go through a cold
period before it can sprout? Which one?

Did any acorns sprout while they were in the cold?
If so, which ones?

Could the acorns that sprouted after going through
the cold period sprout in a place where there W3!
not a cold winter?

Is your area a good place for oaks which have acorns
that require a cold period before they can sprout?

Does one kind of acorn sprout without a cold period?
If so, which one?

Did chilling the acorns that did not require a cold
period keep them from sprouting when they were
warm again?

What does winter do to the acorns that do not
require a cold period?

Is your area a good one for oaks which have acorns
that do not require a cold period before they can
sprout"

When the seedlings are well developed, and the
warm spring weather has come to stay, the children
can plant their oaks in an area on the schoolyard or
at home. The trees could also be planted to replace
old trees that have died and have been removed.
The children should mark the location, by placing
rocks around the young seedlings. This will prevent
mowing and keep people from stepping on them.
Care should be taken when transplanting the seed-
lings, because they have extremely long taproots.

db
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The Back of the Book
SPROUTING CHARTS

WHITE OAK

Date
Planted

Warm
IIIIMINIMIIIIIMI=MUMMIlpV

Date
Sprouted

Total
Days

Cold

Figure 7

Date
Planted

Date
Sprouted

Total
Days

Cold

Date
Planted

Date
Sprouted

Date
Sprouted

Total
Days
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COLOR CHART FOR SQUIRREL OBSERVATION

CHART FOR RECORDING WHERE SQUIRRELS LIVE

18
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CHART FOR CLASS OBSERVATION

Time of
Observation

No.
of Visits

Time at
Feeder Temperature Activities

Other

99°1(61-- 9: 30
t

9:31- 9:45

9:46-10:nn

II
Feeder 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

II
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COMPOSITE LIST OF MATERIALS

plastic bags park map

ha!t milk cartons masking tape

rich potting soil colored pencils or crayons

scissors camera and film (optional)

small stakes food: nuts, acorns, fruits, corn

string feeder tray (optional)

poster paper or primary chart paper timers (3)

white glue thermometers (3)

colored construction paper field glasses (optional)

cotton sand

large coffee can with lid refrigerator

book with pictures of squirrels nutcracker

soft materials cloth, cotton, or paper
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is ,1 list of the twenty-tour title's in the 1..Invironmental Discovery
Series. Ne\t to the titles, we have suggested the grades for tvhich each is most
appropriate, We emphasise that these are suggested grade levels. The teacher

is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of wade levels and
sublet t areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

()filet
No 'ale

trade
1.eel !'rite

Order
No. I elle

Crade
Level Price

70007 Plant. in the (.1.1room 3 -t- 51.50 70123 C enetit Variation 4-0 51.50

7001r Vacant I ot studio, 5.0 1.50 7013.: Soil 2-0 1.50

-0025 Oittereme, in I king 1 hint;. 4.e 1.00 70141 'tile Pattern., and Graphs 1.00

70031 Shado.,. 1-8 1,00 70150 Plant Purile% 1t, 1.50

70043 tV'nd 3-v 1.50 701to Brine Shrimp and Their habitat 1-5 1.50

70052 Snobs and lte 1-t 1.50 7-317$ Nature's Part in Art 3.0 1.50

700b1 Man', Habitat I he (it) -1-0 1.50 7'0212 Contour Mapping 4-0 1.50

70070 Fish and Water Temperature 4-0 1.50 70187 Change in a Small 1.cosy.,tem 5-0 150

7008° Oak.. Atoms, Climate and Squirrel. 1-v 1.50 7010v I tans's( t St Wife% A-0 1.50

70105 Nature Hunt Spei., I.d. K-1 1.00 70203 Stream Profiles 4-0 1.00

70008 Sampling Hutton Population,. 3-0 1.00 70221 Color and Change k-2 1.00

7011.1 The Iti,r and tall of a Yeast Community b-4 1.00 70230 Outdoor Fun for Students 1-12 1.50

It you would like a tree brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
1412 16th Street, N.W.

Washington. D. C. 20036

Written and developed by:

NWF MESF

John Cary Stone Edmund Bray

James D. Davis Barbara Clark

Wendy Kay Robert Collins
Phil Nicholson Joann Current
Torn L. Smith John Heitkamp

David Jones

Karen Jostad
Edward Landin
Richard Myshak
Michael Naylon
Robert O'Hara
Noreen Teachout
Carl Vogt
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